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1 : Introduction 

' i . 

I • 

Microwaves are very short radio waves which lie in that part of the electro
magnetic spectrum just beyond, and contiguous with, the far infrared. Because 
of their much smaller wavelength, relative to common ratlio waves, micro
wave generators, antennas and waveguides of manageable size, have been con- . 
structed for directing and focusing high intensities of radiation into relatively 
narrow beams. In his original experiments, Hertz in 1888 showed that micro
waves, like light, could be reflected, refracted and polarized. Because they are 
longer than light waves, however, they are not attenuated by small particles 
suspended in the atmospher@, such as those which constitute fog and rain. The 
practical application of these properties has led to the development and wide
spread use of radar. In fact, it is principally in connection with radar that the 
effects produced by tissue absorption of microwaves have been studied as a 
potential occupational hazard. The,therapeutic use of microwaves· as a form 
of diathermy depends upon the absorption-of this energy within the irradiated 
tissues. .i<-

By far the most obvious effect produced when microwaves are directed into 
an absorbing substance is the~conversic[n of electromagnetic energy into heat. 
This effect is utilized practically in the· production of plastic items, in rapidly 
cooking foods using }radar' ranges and in diathermy for therapeutic purposes, 
as already mentioned. The absorption of microwave energy is directly depen
dent upon the.electrical properties of the absorbing medium, specifically, its 
dielectric constant and electrical conductivity. These properties change as the 

'frequency of the applied electrical field changes. Values of dielectric con-
stant and .electrical conductivity have been determined for many tissues as 

'functions of frequency(l). Absorption of energy radiating from a source into 
1spaee~ai.so depends upon the relative absorption cross section of the irradiated 

, objectl The size of the object with relation to the wavelength of the incident 
field.a1so plays a role. If a small part of the body were exposed to far field 
radiation having a relatively long wavelength, it is ;)ossible that this part could 
absorb more energy than that which falls on its shadow cross section(2). The 
term 'far field' refers to that region away frorn a source of microwave energy 
where the intensity exponentially decreases with increased distance. Because 
of its tissue-penetrating capability, heat generated as a result of the trans
formation of microwave eneq,,ry is directly proportional at any depth, to the 
intensity of the energy present, neglecting heat transfer by other methods. The 
so-called 'volumetric' heating which results therefrom, is quite unlike that due 
to conductive heating and was examined in the study described here. As will 
be discussed, advantage was taken of differences in conductive a.nd volumetric 
tissue··heating in an attempt to elucidate the mechanism of cutaneous war rnth 
sensation. 
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Method 

The forehead was selected for a study of warmth sensation for several rea-: 
sons. Its comparatively flat surface assured relatively uniform distribution of 
incident waves of radiant energy. The stability of its temperature in spite of 
fluctuations in room temperature is well known. Finally, previous studies have 
shown that the temperature receptors in the skin of the forehead are relatively 
numerous and evenly distributed, so that it constitutes a low-threshold region 
of uniform temperature sensitivity(3). 

Two pulsed microwave sources were used in this study. The first consisted of 
a generator producing 2500 pulses per sec of energy, having a wavelength in 
air of 3 cm, each pulse being 0. 4 11sec in width. The second produced 300 pul
ses of energy per sec, having a wavelength in air of 10 cm, each pulse having 
a width of 2 11sec. Both microwave generators were provided with appropriate 
waveguides which ended in horn antennas. The microwaves leaving the horn 
antennas traveled through air, striking the forehead of the subject, which was 
located in line with the antenna axis. The forehead was exposed through the 
aperture in a shield which blocked all radiation except that striking a central, 
circular area of approximately 37 cm 2 • 

Figure 2-2-1 shows the disposition of the apparatus used with the 3-cm micro
waves; in this phase of the study, a specially designed radiometer was used for 
remotely recording skin temperature during microwave irradiation. This 
method provided for remote measurement of very small changes in skin tern -
perature, without necessitating physical contact with the skin surface. Both 
the microwave radiation to the forehead and the infrared emission from the 
forehead (due to its temperature) were alternately and mechanically inter
rupted by the chopper shown, and the resultant radiometer signal, calibrated 
in terms of black-body temperature, was amplified, rectified and filtered 
before being fed into a strip chart recorder. Microwave power within the wave
guide was measured using a standard test s~t. Either manual control or a 
cam -programmed switch produced the microwave stimuli. 

For the 10-cm microwave exposures, subjects were seated behind a shield 
which again limited irradiation to the forehead area as already described . 
Because of the size of the 10-cm microwave generator and its physical loca
tion, direct measurement of skin temperature by radiometry was not feasible. 
The subjects were located in an anechoic chamber specifically designed to 
minimize reflections and distortions of the transmitting antenna pattern. 
Details of this chamber configuration, as well as for the microwave generator, 
appear elsewhere(2). A solenoid-driven shutter located within the waveguide 
was operated by the experimenter to direct the microwave energy into the 
horn antenna (' on' position) or into a dummy load, where it was dissipated as 
heat (' off' position). 

One of the chief difficulties in working with free-field microwave irradiation 
is to determine how much of the incident energy is absorbed by the tissues. 
Anything introduced into the microwave field tends to distort the field pattern 
in a generally unpredictable manner. Therefore, the field strength as measured 
by even a fine probe at some particular location may be quite changed when 
the test object itself replaces the probe. For this reason, phantoms referred 
to as skin simulants were constructed. They consisted of water-filled cylin
drical acrylic chambers, fitted with thermocouples and heating wires. A 
plastic membrane about 0. 02 mm thick was stretched across the open face of 
each chamber and held in place with an acrylic lock-ring. When filled with 
water through a stoppered access tube, a liquid layer O. 5 cm thick (for mea
suring 3-cm microwave intensity) or 1. 5 cm thick (for measuring 10-cm micro
wave intensity) was formed. Energy absorbed by the water layer was calcula -
ted from temperature measurements obtained by a number of fixed copper-
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Fig. 2-2-1 Apparatus used to simultaneously produce and measure 
controlled changes in skin temperature. 
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Fig.2-2-2 Water-filled skin simulant. 
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Fig. 2-2-3 Curve showing steady state relation between heat input into 
skin simulant and temperature difference.Slope represents 
heat dissipation constant. 
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Fig. 2-2-4 Effectiveness of various wavelengths of electromagnetic 
energy in producirrg skin temperature increases per unit 
of irradiance. 
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constantan thermocouples distributed throughout the chamber, so that the 
thermojunctions projected into the water layer. Identical thermocouples in 
number and configuration were arranged to measure temperature changes in 
the air surrounding the chamber. The summed output of the thermocouples in 
the water layer was bucked against the summed output of the thermocouples in 
the ambient air and the resulting difference in voltage was read on a sensitive 
electronic microvoltmeter. An independent source for heating the water layer 
was provided in the form of a constantan heating wire of accurately measured 
electrical resistance, which is diagrammatically shown in Figure 2-2-2 as a 
dashed line. The heating wire was connected to a battery through a sensitive 
ammeter and a variable resistance. Intensity measurements were made with 
the simulant located in the aperture of the shield, occupying the same relative 
position as the exposed forehead skin of the subjects. 

The heat dissipation constant of the simulant was calculated by measuring the 
difference in temperature between water layer and ambient air thermocouple 
outputs, when a known amount of energy was added to the water by the heating 
wire. At least one hour was required to establish a thermal steady state for 
each measurement. The relationship between heat input and difference in 
water layer and ambient temperatures is shown in Figure 2-2-3. The slope of 
the curve in this figure is the heat dissipation constant. Once this value was 
established, steady state temperature differences were again obtained using 
various levels of microwave heating, in place of heat supplied by the constantan 
wire. By this method, for each setting of the microwave generators, intensity 
of the absorbed energy at the face shield aperture could readily be determined. 

Subjects used for exposure to microwave radiation were university students 
and laboratory personnel of both sexes. They were instructed regarding the 
purpose of the experiments and the procedures to be followed. A training 
period preceded the tests and was continued until the subjects were acquainted 
with recognizing stimuli at threshold levels. All experiments were conducted 
at usual room temperatures on subjects who were rested and in thermal equi
librium with their environment. Frequent rest periods were interposed between 
groups of stimuli to prevent fatigue. At least 40 seconds was allotted between 
successive stimuli to allow the irradiated skin to return to its initial tempera -
ture before being irradiated again. The subjects were given auditory warning 
signals before each stimulus. When 3-cm microwaves were used, the warmth 
threshold was determined by three. standard psychophysical methods: the 
method of constant stimuli, the method of limits and by serial groups. All 
yielded equivalent results and therefore the latter method was adopted for use 
with the 10-cm microwaves, since it was inconvenient to change the generator 
output frequently. In all cases, the subjects indicated whether or not they 
experienced a warmth sensation, following stimulation, by pressing one of two 
buttons held in each hand. Thresholds for warmth sensation using 3-cm micro
waves were determined on 4 subjects; using 10-cm microwaves, 6 subjects 
were tested, one of whom had also participated as a subject in the 3-cm micro
wave tests. 

Re~lts 

The absorption coefficient of a medium into which electromagnetic radiations 
are directed, describes how the ener1;y is absorbed with depth of penetration. 
Microwaves entering an absorbing substance cause increased rotation of per
manent dipoles of molecules, with a consequent increase in the temperature of 
the medium. Figure 2-2-4 shows how the skin acts to absorb several different 
radiant frequencies, which all produce a heatin1,; effect. Elevation of skin tem
perature is shown here per unit of irradiance, plotted as a function of exposure 
time. Far infrared is seen to be most efficient and 3-cm microwaves least effi
cient, with respect to skin surface heating. 
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Although no direct measurements of skin temperature were made during expo
sure to 10-cm microwaves, it would be expected on the basis of the electrical 

'.J properties of skin, that this radiation would produce the least amount of surface -~ 
temperature rise, per unit of irradiance, of all the wavelengths shown. 

Knowledge of the electrical properties of a medium for wavelengths of interest 
permits direct calculation of the absorption coefficient, using equation 2-2-1. 

y2 2-2 E [ ] - == -"- - J1 + (60/Er} 2 - 1 4 ,\ 2 
(2-2-1) 

,' ;;,_ 

The absorption coefficient is shown here as y, the wavelength as A, E is the 
dielectric constant and r is the specific resistance of skin. For values.of these 
constants al the two wavelengths in question, namely 3-cm and 10-cm, absorp
tion coefficients of 5 cm- 1 and 1. 2 cm- 1 are obtained respectively. The reci
procals of these coefficients define the depths at which the incident inten~ity is 
reduced to 1/e, or about 37 per cent of its initial power. For 3-cm microwaves, 
this is about 2 mm, while for 10-cm microwaves, it is approximately 8 mm. 

-~1 J ,. 

In an attempt to verify the absorption coefficient for 3-cm microwaves in skin, 
temperature increases of the skin surface of 4 subjects were radiometrically 
measured after 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 and 60 second exposures using a variety of 
incident intensities. The absorption coefficient was calculated for each of these 
exposure times, based upon the mean skin temperature increase for all subjects 
per unit of microwave irradiance. The temperature increase measured radio
metrically, was assumed to represent that of the superficial layers of skin, and 
consequently was used in calculating the volumetric heating which occurred. 
It was further assumed that the volumetric specific heat of these tissues (pc) 
was equal to unity and that the tissues reacted to the heating episode in a com
pletely passive manner. Heat losses from the surface of the skin were neglec -
ted and the heated tissues were considered to be semi-infinite, isotropic and 
having a uniform and constant thermal inertia. Figure 2-2-5 indicates that 
based upon the assumptions stated, there was a continuous decrease in the cal
culated absorption coefficient with increased exposure duration. It further 
appears that thE! most rapid decrease occurs between 10 and 20 sec, after which 
the rate of decrease slows. 

Assuming that the maximum number of assumptions stated previously are 
most valid for the shortest exposure duration tested, volumetric heating was 
calculated from skin temperature increases after 10 second exposures and 
plotted against incident microwave intensity. Figure 2-2-6 shows the resulting 
curve of best fit, the slope of which represents the mean absorption coefficient. 
As can be seen, the value of 4. 91 cm-1 compares well with that derived from 
equation 2-2-1. The scatter in individual measurements is obvious and isolated 
values of the absorption coefficient deviate by as much as 50 per cent from the 
mean. 

In order to study the nature of temperature sensations arising from irradia
tion with 3-cm microwave stimuli, a revolving cam was used to activate the 
microwave generator and thus present a programmed sequence of stimuli to 
the subject. A diagrammatic representation of the results of a typical experi -
ment of this kind is shown in Figure 2-2-7. 'Off-on' stimuli sequence is shown 
at the bottom of the figure, the shaded wider bars representing 'off' intervals 
and the narrower, clear bars representing 'on' intervals. Durations of these 
intervals are represented by the height of the bars. Skin temperature magni -
tude changes resulting from the stimuli are shown in the center of the figure, 
with blackened areas representing the temperatures at which warmth was 
reported. Delays in response to these increasing and decreasing surface tern -
perature changes are apparent and are shown more explicitly in the upper 
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portion of the figure. The shaded bars indicate by their heights the delays 
between end of stimulus and end of warmth sensation (offset delay time), while 
the clear bars similarly indicate delays between stimulus onset and sensation 
onset (onset delay times). In this particular experiment, the mean onset delay 
time was 2. 4 seconds and the mean offset delay time was 6. 6 seconds; other 
tests using both manual or cam control of the stimuli showed similar delays. 
Thus, in spite of seemingly suprathreshold rates of skin temperature change 
(as judged from earlier experiments using infrared stimuli), subjects failed to 
immediately report corresponding changes in temperature sensation. No con
sistent relationship between the duration and/or sequence of 3-cm microwave 
stimuli and onset and offset delay times could be established using two dif
ferent cam speeds, because of the great variability in subject response. 

Irradiance levels of 3 and 10-cm microwave stimuli producing a threshold 
sensation of warmth are summarized in Figure 2-2-8. For comparative pur -
poses, results previously determined with far infrared stimuli are also 
included. Very brief exposures to near infrared, over a range of from 39 to 
about 570 msec, resulted in the same sort of' strength-duration' curve as those 
shown here, although the energy level required for the shortest exposure was 
30 meal/ cm2 sec. From direct radiometric measurements of skin surface 
temperature, the curves shown in Figure 2-2-9 were obtained. These curves 
describe the relationship between skin surface temperature increase and 
exposure time required to produce a threshold sensation of warmth. Since no 
direct measurements of skin temperature were made during the 10-cm micro
wave exposures, this curve is not shown. However, on the basis of the known 
absorption coefficient for 10-cm microwaves in skin, the temperature rise can 
be calculated. A curve based on these calculations would lie below that for the 
3-cm microwave exposure and run roughly parallel to it. Finally, the curves 
in Figure 2-2-10 were derived from the skin temperature measurements shown 
in the previous figure and were obtained by calculation. The lower group of 
curves in this figure are for the case of heat conduction in an opaque, isotropic 
solid, and apply to the far infrared stimuli; the upper, parallel curves are for 
the case of volumetric heating in a diathermaneous solid and apply to 3-cm 
microwave stimuli. Analysis of the infrared data indicated that the threshold 
of warmth sensation could be correlated with a temperature rise of about 
O. 02°C occurring about 200 1.1. below the surface of the skin. This is indicated 
in Figure 2-2-10 by the calculated temperature curves for infrared crossing 
at this point. Inadequate infrared stimuli, i.e., those not producing a threshold 
sensation of warmth, did not produce calculated subcutaneous temperature 
changes meeting the above criteria. On the other hand, the subcutaneous tern -
perature changes induced by the microwaves are far in excess, especially for 
the longer duration stimuli, of the 0. 02°C temperature rise occurring at 200 p. 
Since all of these stimuli were equally effective in just producing a threshold 
warmth sensation, the aforementioned temperature rise itself cannot be the 
adequate stimulus sought. Calculations were made of the temperature gradient 
(dT/dx) occurring within the cutaneous layers for the infrared and microwave 
stimuli producing threshold sensation. Ag-ain, no consistent gradient could be 
established in these layers for both the infrared and microwave cases. The 
possibility was then considered of a temperature difference being established 
between some more superficial part of the receptor as compareci to a deeper 
portion, the latter located at a depth of 1000 11. For the range of exposure times 
used, it was found that both infrared and microwave stimuli which were capable 
of evoking threshold sensations, produced a temperature increase of between 
0. 01 and 0. 02°C of the layer lying 200 11 deep over that located 1000 11 below 
the surface. 
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Fig. 2-2-5 Absorption coefficient for 3-cm microwaves in skin as a 
function of exposure duration. 
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Fig. 2-2-6 Volumetric heating curve as a function of irradiance. Slope 
equals mean value of absorption coefficient for 3-cm microwaves 
in skin. 
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Fig. 2-2-7 Summary of a typical experiment utilizing automatic cam 
control of 3-cm microwave stimuli (incident intensity of 
4 mcal/cm2/sec) to heat the skin and evoke warmth sensation. 
(See text for further explanation) 
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•• Fig, 2-2-8 Intensity of 10-cm microwave, 3-cm microwave and far infrared 
stimuli to produce a threshold warmth sensation. 
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Fig. 2-2-9 Skin temperature changes for far infrared and 3-cm microwave 
stimuli to produce a threshold warmth sensation. 
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Fig. 2-2-10 Calculated subcutaneous temperature changes produced by 
far infrared and 3-cm microwave stimuli effective in evoking 
threshold warmth sensation. 
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The adequacy of a model must·be judged by the correspondence of the predic -
tions it allows with observed phenomena. The model of the skin, with respect 
to the studies reported here, is extremely simple. Apparently for short dura
tions of exposure to microwave heating, the skin acts enough like an isotropic, 
inert, semi-infinite slab to provide consistent evaluations of its absorption 
coefficient. Presumably, as the heating duration exceeds even 10 seconds, 
other heat transfer processes become important enough to significantly reduce 
tissue temperature. Local increases in blood flow are primarily responsible 
for heat transfer which is not taken into account in the model. During irradia -
tion of the arm, using 10-cm microwaves, Cook(4) found that tissue thermal con
ductivity tripled after 30 sec because of increased local blood flow. On the 
other hand, irradiation of the forehead skin with far infrared demonstrated that 
the thermal inertia of these tissues (thermal inertia is the kpc product, where 
k = thermal conductivity, p = density and c = specific heat) remained constant 
for periods lasting up to 140 sec, with surface temperatures rising over l°C(5). 
Levels of infrared irradiance were comparable to the lowest levels used in the 
present study. Since far infrared radiations are entirely absorbed at the skin 
surface, the model used for analytical purposes included the property of opacity. 
In effect, this eliminated consideration of the skin's optical characteristics and 
therefore confined the problem to a determination of its thermal properties. 
The difficulties of establishing an adequate model for the radiant heating of a 
diathermanous solid and of checking predicted temperature changes with those 
measured experimentally (especially in skin), have been reviewed recently(6). 
As pointed out previously(5), each model must be evaluated experimentally 
under the particular conditions of a given study, and this conclusion certainly 
applies in the present case. 

As long ago as 1846, Weber proposed that the rate of change of skin tempera
ture, dT s/ dt, was the effective stimulus for temperature sensation. Many 
investigators subsequently confirmed the fact that under certain circumstances, 
a direct relationship could be established between dTs/dt and temperature sen
sation and both Hardy and Oppel(3) and Hendler and Hardy(7), made quantitative 
measures of this relationship. The latter, however, also found that pulses of 
infrared radiation producing surface dT s/ dt' s over 400 times those of longer 
pulses and 30 times those of longer pulses at a subcutaneous depth of 
150-200 /J, all resulted in the same level of sensation, namely, threshold. The 
experiments reported here with microwave irradiation confirm the fact that 
persistent warmth sensations may be experienced even after irradiation has 
stopped and the skin temperature is rapidly falling. We must, therefore, con
clude that dT sl dt is not the effective stimulus for temperature sensation, but 
may be closely correlated with sensation under certain circumstances. 

A comparison of the heating effects induced by infrared and microwave irra
diation of skin leads to the postulation that establishment of a temperature dif
ference between more superficial and deeper cutaneous layers is necessary 
to produce a temperature sensation. The fact that this difference must be 
established between layers lying about 800 µ apart is differentiated from the 
usual concept of a spatial temperature gradient expressed as dT/dx. The 
latter involves a more continuous change in temperature with depth, and this 
possibility was specifically evaluated and rejected. Ebbecke(8), Bazett and 
McGlone(9), Tyrrell, Taylor and Williams(l0), and Lele, Weddell and Williams 
(11) also postulated cutaneous temperature differences between layers as 
giving rise to temperature sensations, but little in the way of quantitative 
information is given. It should be note(\that the region of the skin in which 
the described temperature difference is considered to be established when 
warmth is experienced, is very well innervated by a profuse arborization of 
fine, naked axoplasmic filaments. Both Weddell and his associates(12) and 
Arthur and Shelley( 13) have described the rich innervation of the cutaneous 
tissues. 
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Before concluding this discussion, a brief reference must be made to the 
interesting work carried out by .Vendrik and his associates with respect to . 
studying warmth sensation induced by infrared and 10-cm microwave heating 
of the forearm skin(14), (15). Important procedural and technical differences 
existed between their work and that described in this paper. They concluded 
that for their conditions, a temperature rise of 0. 4 to 1. 0°C occurring at a 
depth of about 300-500 µ, produced a threshold warmth sensation. They also 
described effects of 'peripheral' and 'central' adaptation and related these 
to the electro-physiological findings in cats. which had been reported by Hensel 
and Zotterman(16). 

The technique associated with an investigation of this kind involves many pos
sible sources of error. As indicated, this study has frequently had recourse to 
experimental verification of theoretical anticipations by the use of models. 
This is one way it is felt that more confidence can be placed in the reliability 
of the data collected. Continued efforts are being made to more adequately 
describe the distribution of energy over the irradiated area and to evaluate 
the effect of reflections of longer wavelengths of microwave radiations from 
subcutaneous tissue interfaces. The ultimate aim is to gain a greater under
standing of the effects upon man of a relatively new form of environmental 
stress, microwave energy. 
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